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Portfolio decisions…Portfolio decisions…

–– Under traditional portfolio theory (Under traditional portfolio theory (MarkowitzMarkowitz) ) 

–– Given recent theoretical advances: portfolio Given recent theoretical advances: portfolio 
theory and the life cycletheory and the life cycle

–– Specific case of defined contribution pension Specific case of defined contribution pension 
systemssystems
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Lessons from classic Lessons from classic porfolioporfolio theory theory 
((MarkowitzMarkowitz))

Diversification within each asset classDiversification within each asset class

Diversification between asset classes Diversification between asset classes 

Choose efficient portfolios, among which there is a positive Choose efficient portfolios, among which there is a positive 
relationship between expected return and riskrelationship between expected return and risk

Higher risk tolerance allows assuming more riskHigher risk tolerance allows assuming more risk

Two practical problemsTwo practical problems
–– How does the riskHow does the risk--return tradereturn trade--off look like?off look like?

Is the equity risk premium usually overestimated? What Is the equity risk premium usually overestimated? What 
numbers do you have in mind? (Digression 1)numbers do you have in mind? (Digression 1)

–– What does risk mean?  Is it really understood?What does risk mean?  Is it really understood?
Is the longIs the long--term risk of equity usually underestimated? What term risk of equity usually underestimated? What 
concepts do you have in mind? (Digression 2)concepts do you have in mind? (Digression 2)
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Digression 1Digression 1
LongLong--term expected returnsterm expected returns

LongLong--term asset allocation recommendations term asset allocation recommendations 
are usually biased towards equityare usually biased towards equity

Likely optimism regarding the equity risk Likely optimism regarding the equity risk 
premium premium 
–– Most of the evidence used to come from the US Most of the evidence used to come from the US 

history since 1926 (Ibbotson and history since 1926 (Ibbotson and SinquefieldSinquefield))

Growing evidence (not just for developed Growing evidence (not just for developed 
markets) that historical returns tend to markets) that historical returns tend to 
significantly overestimate future expected significantly overestimate future expected 
returns returns 
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World equity markets...World equity markets...

Unconditional world equity 
premium (ERP) adjusted 
for the generalized 
increase in real asset 
prices:

5.1% with respect to 
short-term interest rates
4.2% with respect to long-
term interest rates
With respect to emerging 
market interest rates ERP 
is lower

(3.4% with respect to 
Chilean interest rates)

Conditional risk premia 
are probably even lower
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1. The equity risk premium is lower than 1. The equity risk premium is lower than 
usually thoughtusually thought
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Digression 2Digression 2
Final wealth and riskFinal wealth and risk

Fallacy of temporal diversificationFallacy of temporal diversification

It is generally believed that investing in stocks It is generally believed that investing in stocks 
becomes “less risky” the longer the becomes “less risky” the longer the 
investment horizon investment horizon 

Is this correct?Is this correct?

No!No!
–– It is It is true that the average return becomes more predictabletrue that the average return becomes more predictable

–– It is not trueIt is not true that the variability of terminal wealth (or of the that the variability of terminal wealth (or of the 
cumulative return) decreases with the investment horizoncumulative return) decreases with the investment horizon

“Risk tolerance” : disposition to lose money, not to “Risk tolerance” : disposition to lose money, not to 
assume transitory lossesassume transitory losses
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Temporal diversification...Temporal diversification...
Assuming Assuming E(rE(r)=8%;)=8%; σσ(r(r) = 20%) = 20%

The confidence interval indeed narrows with the The confidence interval indeed narrows with the 
horizon…horizon…

Average return volatility Average return volatility 
σσ//√√T…T…
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……but for the cumulative wealth it doesn’t…but for the cumulative wealth it doesn’t…
Cumulative return volatility: Cumulative return volatility: σσ××√√TT

95% Terminal Wealth CI; Result of inverting UF1000 for N years95% Terminal Wealth CI; Result of inverting UF1000 for N years
Real annual return = 8%; Volatility = 20%Real annual return = 8%; Volatility = 20%
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Contrast: Contrast: 
““The carrot”. LongThe carrot”. Long--term real bondsterm real bonds

ILLUSTRATION OF A C.I .FOR TERMINAL WEALTHILLUSTRATION OF A C.I .FOR TERMINAL WEALTH
(20 yr rate: 4.65%)(20 yr rate: 4.65%)
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2. 2. Unlike the case of longUnlike the case of long--term indexed bonds, the term indexed bonds, the 
risk of investing in stocks increases with the risk of investing in stocks increases with the 
investment horizoninvestment horizon

[Lesson from the [Lesson from the CarrotCarrot: : 
Risk is generally Risk is generally notnot the same as shortthe same as short--term term 
volatility]volatility]
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Principal shortcomingPrincipal shortcoming
of the previous analysis… of the previous analysis… 

It makes little sense to concentrate on It makes little sense to concentrate on 
“terminal wealth”“terminal wealth”

The relevant outcome is the terminal The relevant outcome is the terminal 
pension…pension…
–– To the terminal wealth risk we To the terminal wealth risk we have to addhave to add

the risk associated with the pension (annuity) the risk associated with the pension (annuity) 
costs at retirementcosts at retirement

“Reinvestment risk”“Reinvestment risk”
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World Real Long-Term Interest Rate
(percent)
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REAL INTEREST RATES FOR SELECTED REAL INTEREST RATES FOR SELECTED 
COUNTRIESCOUNTRIES
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Market price of an annuity versus longMarket price of an annuity versus long--
term interest rates (in Chile) term interest rates (in Chile) 
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3.3. One of the most important One of the most important state variablesstate variables is the is the local local 
longlong--term interest rate term interest rate level upon retirementlevel upon retirement

Relevant riskRelevant risk: : reinvestment riskreinvestment risk, that these rates fall, , that these rates fall, 
especially if there is a structural changeespecially if there is a structural change
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Risk and the life cycle Risk and the life cycle 

New (New (intertemporalintertemporal optimization) models optimization) models 
dodo take this into accounttake this into account

They offer new conclusions; usually more They offer new conclusions; usually more 
conservative relative to typical asset conservative relative to typical asset 
allocation recommendationsallocation recommendations
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LiteratureLiterature
Samuelson y Merton 
(1969)

Complete markets. 
Constant relative risk 
aversion and no labor 
income

Optimal investment in the risky asset is fixed and 
independent of wealth and age.  Only depends on 
expected returns. variances and risk aversion. 

Merton (1971) Non random labor income 
in addition to above

Optimal investment in the risky assert is also a 
function of the relative importance of the present 
value of labor income

Bodie. Merton & 
Samuelson (1992); 
Jagannathan & Wang 
(1996) 

Risky labor income Two effects of considering future labor income:
Wealth effect (Merton (1971)) and 
substitution effect. which reduces investment 
in risky assets when the value of human 
capital is more uncertain.  Investors whose 
labor supply  is more elastic are willing to 
take more risk. 

Campbell. Cocco. 
Gomes & Maenhout
(1999)

Risky labor income Higher labor income volatility and correlation 
with asset returns increases investment in safer 
assets

Viceira (2001) & Wang 
(2002)

Risky labor income Wealth effect extends to the fraction of labor 
income uncorrelated with returns.  Emphasis 
on the unpredictable components of labor 
income (volatility and correlation).

Faig y Shum (2000) & 
Cocco (2000) 

Empirical Tend to confirm certain predictions: non financial 
investment results affect investment decisions in 
financial assets in ways similar to human capital 

A.  Effects of labor income
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LiteratureLiterature

Campbell & Viceira
(2002) 

Random interest rates “Bonds, James, bonds”

Munk (2003) Random interest rates Long-term investor is willing to sacrifice an 
eventual higher return in the short run in 
order to hedge against future drops in 
interest rates or expected returns

Bajeux-Besnainou. 
Jordan & Portait (2003) 

Random interest rates The relevant risk-free asset is a combination 
of long and short bonds, as a function of the 
investment horizon 

B.  Effects of random interest rates
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Application to DC fundsApplication to DC funds
(Walker, 2005)(Walker, 2005)

ConsiderConsider
–– Initial balance that needs to be investedInitial balance that needs to be invested
–– Consider the present value of future contributions to the Consider the present value of future contributions to the 

pension account as part of total pension account as part of total virtual virtual wealth.wealth.
–– Upon retirement, all of the cumulative savings are used to Upon retirement, all of the cumulative savings are used to 

purchase an annuity purchase an annuity 
This assumption is not really necessaryThis assumption is not really necessary

Can invest in short and very longCan invest in short and very long--term fixed income term fixed income 
(a deferred pension) plus equity(a deferred pension) plus equity

γγ risk aversion coefficient >0risk aversion coefficient >0

Maximize:Maximize:
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DC fundsDC funds

Objective function can be rewritten as Objective function can be rewritten as 
maximizing the expected final pension, subject maximizing the expected final pension, subject 
to a volatility level for it :to a volatility level for it :

Note:Note:
(i) (i) Measurement in future pension unitsMeasurement in future pension units
(ii) To the volatility of final wealth we add the volatility of (ii) To the volatility of final wealth we add the volatility of the the 
cost of the final pensioncost of the final pension
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DC FundsDC Funds
Results. Asset demands have three Results. Asset demands have three 
components:components:
–– First: First: myopic demandmyopic demand (traditional (traditional MarkowitzMarkowitz))

–– Second: Second: hedge hedge 11 –– depends on the depends on the 
covariance of asset returns with  covariance of asset returns with  the present the present 
value of future contributionsvalue of future contributions

–– Third: Third: hedge hedge 22 –– depends on the covariance depends on the covariance 
of asset returns with of asset returns with thethe future pension costfuture pension cost
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Some rules*Some rules*

In order to maximize the expected welfare of future In order to maximize the expected welfare of future 
pensioners (pensioners (thinking of a DC systemthinking of a DC system)...)...

1.1. + PV + PV of future contributions relative to accumulated wealth (proxy of future contributions relative to accumulated wealth (proxy 
for human capital or youth) => for human capital or youth) => ++ investment in risky assets and investment in risky assets and 
longlong--term indexed bonds term indexed bonds 

Age doesn’t intervene in any other wayAge doesn’t intervene in any other way

2.2. + + Correlation with Correlation with human capital human capital => => -- such assetssuch assets
Probably second orderProbably second order

3.3. ++ Aversion to riskAversion to risk => => ++ demand for demand for hedginghedging the future pension the future pension 
(investment in very long term bonds (investment in very long term bonds →→ 1)1)

4.4. ++ higher higher volatility of interest rates volatility of interest rates upon retirement => upon retirement => ++ hedging hedging 
demand  demand  

5.5. Short term fixed income Short term fixed income (in principle) is a dominated asset. (in principle) is a dominated asset. 
except for (2).except for (2).

6.6. Local equity Local equity is likely to be more highly correlated with local longis likely to be more highly correlated with local long--
term real interest rates; room for some overweight hereterm real interest rates; room for some overweight here

*Based on own results and literature review
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DC FundsDC Funds

Illustration of optimal proportions based on Illustration of optimal proportions based on 
parameters estimated for the US by Campbell and parameters estimated for the US by Campbell and 
ViceiraViceira (2001) (2001) (Walker, 2005)(Walker, 2005)
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DC FundsDC Funds
Illustration of 90% confidence intervals for the final pension pIllustration of 90% confidence intervals for the final pension per unit of er unit of 
present value of future contributionspresent value of future contributions
–– Based on parameters for the US estimated by Campbell and Based on parameters for the US estimated by Campbell and ViceiraViceira

(2001) for different risk tolerance levels (Walker, 2005)(2001) for different risk tolerance levels (Walker, 2005)
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Additional considerationsAdditional considerations
The “emerging market” perspectiveThe “emerging market” perspective

CountryCountry: the risk free reference asset should : the risk free reference asset should 
be expressed in local indexed currencybe expressed in local indexed currency
–– Note: in emerging markets, the local risk free rate Note: in emerging markets, the local risk free rate 

already includes a spread or risk premium; the already includes a spread or risk premium; the 
benchmark for equity is higherbenchmark for equity is higher

HorizonHorizon: long term: long term

Pension system Pension system (in Chile and other countries)(in Chile and other countries): : 
mandatory with government guaranteemandatory with government guarantee
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4. 4. Asset allocation Asset allocation recommendations recommendations 
““should beshould be” biased towards (very) long ” biased towards (very) long 
term local indexed fixed incometerm local indexed fixed income

((Local equityLocal equity has more similarities to this asset than has more similarities to this asset than 
international equity international equity –– reasonable to recommend a reasonable to recommend a 
some home bias)some home bias)
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ConclusionsConclusions

1.1. The worldwide equity premium is lower than usually thought The worldwide equity premium is lower than usually thought 

2.2. Unlike longUnlike long--term indexed bonds, equity risk is cumulative and does term indexed bonds, equity risk is cumulative and does 

not decrease with the investment horizonnot decrease with the investment horizon

No longNo long--run run free lunchfree lunch of investing in equityof investing in equity

3.3. A conservative asset allocation should be biased toward (very) A conservative asset allocation should be biased toward (very) 

longlong--term term locallocal fixed incomefixed income

Local equity has a higher correlation with this asset than interLocal equity has a higher correlation with this asset than international national 

equity; a home bias may be justifiedequity; a home bias may be justified

4.4. ShortShort--term volatility is frequently a bad risk measureterm volatility is frequently a bad risk measure

It is only helpful for the It is only helpful for the myopicmyopic component of asset demandscomponent of asset demands
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ChallengesChallenges

Promote a longPromote a long--term local indexed bond term local indexed bond 
marketmarket

Create market mechanisms that provide Create market mechanisms that provide 
future pensioners with incentives to invest future pensioners with incentives to invest 
in very longin very long--term indexed bondsterm indexed bonds
–– At least a fraction of total savings, in order to At least a fraction of total savings, in order to 

self secure certain minimum pension levelsself secure certain minimum pension levels
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